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It is with heavy heart and empty wallet that I report the ultimate demise of the Admiral's favorite 
camera – reference this past Winter issue and comments on leaks.  On the bright side, the 
Christmas list this year was quite short - one item.  What I have submitted this time is threefold 
and can be found in 3 separate articles: 
 

1. First:  The lowly O-ring and kudos to Whale Pumps;	
2. Second: A quirk discovered during winterizing the engine about Perko raw water 

strainers (see article Perko Raw Water Strainer); and	
3. Third:  Some “in practice” successes to three infamous C350 issues as reported by Les 

Fontaine.	
	
	
The Lowly O-ring and Kudos to Whale Pumps 
 
The deck plate (mounted starboard side cockpit footwell) is held closed by an O-ring recessed 
into the lid.  Like any rubber product exposed to the elements its life is limited.  I replaced it 
once with a “match” I found at my local hardware store but this time they no longer stock any O-
rings near the correct size. 
 
I Googled Whale Pumps and in their on-line catalog found a “Gaiter Kit” that included the O-
ring and rubber diaphragm.  But, I only need the O-ring.  Using their website contact form, Paul 
Alexander (quality engineer) responded, identified the O-ring and promised to “post” two to me 
that day at no charge. I wrote an article “The Companies Catalina Keeps” in the Spring of 2014 
Mainsheet lauding customer service by Raymarine, ICOM and Garhauer. We should add Whale 
Pumps to that list.  I never expected to get free O-rings after 13 years. The “replacement” ring I 
used before measured 1/8” x 3” ID x 3 1/4” OD. I located a 5-pack on Amazon for $6 plus S&H.  
Noting that the address for Whale is in Ireland and fearing the ring was metric, I asked for the 
spec for the OEM product. Paul A. told me the O-ring is 3.53 mm x 74.61 mm.  This equates to a 
diameter of 3” and a thickness of less than 1/8”. It makes sense now because my 1/8” 
replacement from the hardware store made the deck plate cover difficult to close/seal.   
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